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Research in cognitive linguistics and in processing of temporal metaphors has tradi-
tionally distinguished between Moving-Ego and Moving-Time mappings: Either the
Ego is construed as moving regarding fixed temporal landmarks or Time is construed
as moving regarding the Ego. Both of these metaphors involve time events in refer-
ence to an Ego, which specifies the present time Now. We build on recent theoretical
suggestions for a more fundamental classification of temporal metaphors: Ego- and
Time-Reference-Point metaphors (Ego-RP and Time-RP). The distinction focuses
on the role of reference points in ascribing orientation, rather than on the identity of a
moving entity (Ego or Time). Using visual priming experiments we provide evidence
of the psychological reality of the Time-RP metaphor, a temporal metaphor with no
reference to an Ego.

Research on conceptual metaphor has built up linguistic evidence that there is an ex-
tensive system of metaphors underlying human thought. These metaphors, which
map inferential structure fromasourcedomainontoa targetdomain, allowus tocon-
ceive abstract concepts in terms of more concrete concepts (Gibbs, 1994; Johnson,
1987; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, 1999; Lakoff & Núñez, 2000; Turner, 1987). Re-
garding time metaphors, scholars have traditionally made a division between
Moving-Time and Moving-Ego metaphors (Clark, 1973; Gentner, 2001; Evans,
2003; Lakoff, 1993; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Traugott, 1978). In the former, time
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eventsmoveregardinga fixedobserver fromfront (future) toback(past) as inChrist-
mas is approaching or The summer went by (Figure 1A), whereas in the latter the ob-
server moves frontward toward fixed (future) time events as in We are approaching
the end of the year or leave those sad days behind (Figure 1B). In both cases the ob-
server’s location is mapped onto the present time, Now, thus defining the inherently
deictic semantic categories Future and Past.

Psychologists have since searched for experimental evidence of the psychologi-
cal reality of these (and many other) theoretical conceptual metaphors (Gentner &
Imai, 1992; Gibbs, 1994, 1996; Gibbs & Colston, 1995; Glucksberg, Brown, &
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FIGURE 1 Moving-Time (A) and Moving-Ego (B) conceptual metaphors. In both cases, a
canonical observer, the Ego, is colocated with the present time, Now. Locations in front of the
Ego are mapped with future events and those behind the Ego with past events.



McGlone, 1993). When people are asked the ambiguous question, “Next Wednes-
day’s meeting has been moved forward 2 days. What day is the meeting, now that it
has been rescheduled?” they are reported to interpret the phrase according to either
Moving-Ego or Moving-Time metaphors. If, on the one hand, the Ego is conceived
as moving “forward” through time, then future events are farther ahead relative to
the Ego’s motion, so moving the meeting forward is rescheduling it to a later time
in the future (from Wednesday to Friday). If, on the other hand, Time moves to-
ward a stationary Ego, then moving the meeting forward is moving it closer to the
Ego, that is, closer to the present (from Wednesday to Monday; McGlone & Har-
ding, 1998).

Psychological research has demonstrated how real or imagined physical motion
scenarios can prime construals of time by activating the relevant source domain
(Boroditsky, 2000; Boroditsky & Ramscar, 2002; Gentner, Imai, & Boroditsky
2002). For instance, people who have just been moving (e.g., traveling on a plane
or a train) or imagining self-motion tend to think of themselves as moving past sta-
tionary time events (Moving-Ego), and they are likely to say that the meeting was
moved to Friday. Conversely, immobile observers of real or imagined objects mov-
ing toward themselves tend to think of time as approaching (Moving-Time), and
therefore are more likely to report that the meeting was moved forward to Monday.

But these interpretations deserve further analysis. Whereas the reasoning be-
hind the first case (Moving-Ego) seems adequate, the second case (Moving-Time)
raises some important questions. Is it necessarily motion toward themselves (Ego)
that leads people to give the “Monday” answer? That is, do people pick “Monday”
because the meeting has been moved closer to the present (i.e., approaching the
Ego), or because the meeting has been moved toward the front of the sequence of
days (i.e., earlier than Wednesday), which just happens to be closer to the present?
Furthermore, is what moves (Time or Ego) really the essential criterion for catego-
rizing spatial metaphors for time?

The literature cited earlier divides time metaphors into the inverse Moving-Ego
and Moving-Time mappings: Either the Ego is construed as moving with respect to
fixed temporal landmarks, or Time is construed as moving with respect to the Ego.
But Núñez and Sweetser (2006) have argued that linguistic data show much more
complex patterns. (a) Not all spatial language for time is dynamic: The appoint-
ments are too close together or they were born a year apart simply treat times as lo-
cations. (b) When time is construed as moving, it is not always regarding the Ego
as a reference point. In Wednesday follows Tuesday, or in February comes before
March times are construed as moving, where Tuesday is the moving reference
point for the location of Wednesday. There is no Ego reference point involved. (c)
As a consequence, expressions like the one just mentioned do not require the speci-
fication of the present time Now, and therefore, they don’t specify Future or Past
either. Irrespective of when we say Spring follows Winter, the sentence keeps its
core meaning (i.e., spring takes place after winter). This is quite distinct from the
wedding is coming, which characterizes Time as moving toward the Ego, and
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therefore preserves the meaning only as long as the wedding is in the future. There-
fore, following Núñez (1999), Moore (2000), and Núñez and Sweetser (2006),
rather than classifying the metaphors according to what moves (Ego or Time), we
classify them according to the relevant (static or dynamic) Reference Point (RP).
Thus we have Ego-Reference-Point (Ego-RP) metaphors, where the Ego’s location
always specifies the present, Now, (and of which the Moving-Time and Moving-
Ego metaphors mentioned earlier are subcases), and Time-Reference-Point (Time-
RP) metaphors, where earlier events in time are “in front of” later events, and
where there is no compulsory specification of Now (Figure 2). Table 1 shows the
mapping underlying the inferential structure of the Time-RP metaphor (after
Núñez & Sweetser, 2006).

In the Time-RP source domain (one-dimensional space), “front” is usually (but
not necessarily) already a metaphorical front recruited from another conceptual
mapping. In it, people ascribe a precise orientation to objects relative to their
prototypical direction of motion (as in the frontal part of an animal body, or the
front of a car). When objects lack inherent orientation relative to motion (e.g.,
cubes), people ascribe orientation to them based on actual motion. For example,
people can immediately and unerringly refer to the “front” side of a cube sliding
along a flat surface (Clark, 1973; Fillmore, 1977/1997, 1982; Levinson, 2003;
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Later Earlier
FIGURE 2 Time-RP conceptual metaphor, which maps locations in front of the sequence
with earlier events in time, and those in the back with later events. No compulsory specification
of the present Now is required.

TABLE 1
Time-Reference-Point Mapping

Source Domain Target Domain

One-Dimensional Space Time

Objects → Times
Sequence of objects → Chronological order of times
Objects in the sequence oriented in terms

of front–back relationships (usually
given by their direction of motion)

→ Times oriented in terms of front–back
relationships (usually given by their
direction of motion)

An object A located in front/behind an
object B

→ A time A occurs earlier/later than time B

Movement of the entire sequence in one
direction (usually horizontally)

→ Passage of time



Núñez, 1999; see also results reported in Experiment 1 of this study). This meta-
phorical orientation in the source domain (of objects moving together in a one-
dimensional array) is preserved in the target domain of Time.

The mapping underlying the Time-RP metaphor provides three important
entailments:

a. If object B follows object A (in the source domain of space), then, via the
mapping, time B occurs later than time A. Therefore, earlier times are in
front, ahead of, later times.

b. The mapping preserves transitive relations. In the source domain, if object
C follows an object B in the sequence, and object B follows an object A,
then object C follows object A. Therefore, via the mapping, if time B is
later than time A and time C is later than time B, then time C is later than
time A.

c. Because the sequence of objects is one-dimensional (linear), time is one-
dimensional.

The Time-RP metaphor accounts for the linguistic form and the semantic en-
tailments of expressions like Christmas follows Thanksgiving; Greenwich Mean
Time is lagging behind the scientific standard time; Boston time is 3 hr ahead of
San Francisco time; It is 20 min ahead of 1 p.m.

The Ego- versus Time-RP classification of spatio-temporal metaphors explicitly
distinguishes between the landmarks relative to which motion (or position) is con-
strued, namely either the Ego or other Times. Figure 3 illustrates this new classifica-
tion. The Moving-Time and Moving-Ego metaphors are Ego-RP subcases, in which
not only the Ego (Now) is present, but also acts as a reference point. Future and Past
in these cases are necessarily relative to the Ego (Now; for further details about these
Ego-RP subcases, see Núñez & Sweetser, 2006). In the Time-RP metaphor, only
earlier than and later than relationships hold (there is no Future or Past).1 The Ego
(Now) may be present, but if so, it does not act as the primary reference point.
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1The Time-RP metaphor is similar to what Evans (2003) has called he Complex Temporal Se-
quence model, in that both invoke a sequence and neither of them require a specification of present,
past, and future. There are, however, some important differences: (a) Unlike the Time-RP metaphor,
Evans’s model is not characterized by a clear mapping from space to time (as it is required by concep-
tual metaphor theory). Instead the model only provides a map from temporal entities onto temporal en-
tities (e.g., a “sequence of temporal events” onto “chronology of events,” and “temporal events located
before or preceding other events” onto “earlier events”; p. 231). (b) Evans’s model is not motivated by
the role of reference points, as Time-RP is. As a result, it does not distinguish temporal relationships in-
trinsic to a sequence from those construed relative to an observer. For instance, the temporal expres-
sions (translated from West African Hausa) “Tuesday is in front of/before Monday” and “Monday is in
back of/after Tuesday” are treated as an instance of the Complex Temporal Sequence model (pp.
231–233). However, this is not an instance of the Time-RP mapping because in these examples front
and back are construed relative to an observer.



In this article we provide experimental evidence of the psychological reality of
the Time-RP metaphor. Once people are primed with an image of a sequence of
cubes moving horizontally across a screen, we then ask the ambiguous question
about moving a meeting forward (McGlone & Harding, 1998). Because this visual
display contains no reference to, or motion toward, an observer, we can safely say
that the priming is Ego-free. If we observe an increase of interpretations of “for-
ward” as “earlier” (e.g., moving the meeting from Wednesday to Monday) it would
then be due to the “ahead of” relationship intrinsic to the sequence and not to the
fact that people think of “time” as coming toward them as some researchers have
suggested (Boroditsky, 2000; Boroditsky & Ramscar, 2002). It is important to
point out that, strictly speaking, the Time-RP metaphor does not necessarily re-
quire motion: It only requires the objects of the sequence to be oriented in front of
other objects. In this study, motion implies this orientation, thus allowing partici-
pants to ascribe a front–back orientation to objects in a sequence irrespective of the
Ego location.

To further investigate the role of the Ego (or the lack thereof) we ask two types
of questions relative to the deictic semantic categories Future and Past defined by
the present time Now:

a. “Next Wednesday’s meeting has been moved forward” (an event in the fu-
ture); and

b. “Last Wednesday’s meeting got moved forward” (an event in the past).

The question about the event in the past is crucial, because it forces people to
choose between an interpretation relative to the Ego’s front and one relative to the
sequence front. If people consider spatial relations relative to an Ego, they should
presumably construe all of last week as behind them. Thus forward relative to the
Ego orientation should mean “to a later time, closer to now” (i.e., moving last
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FIGURE 3 A classification of spatial metaphors of time according to reference points rather
than moving entities.



Wednesday’s meeting to last Friday, which is more recent). Conversely, if people
choose “Monday” after observing horizontal motion with no reference to the Ego
location, it would suggest that they interpret forward relative to the internal orien-
tation of the sequence and not relative to the Ego, and therefore as “earlier than the
original time (Wednesday).” Such a finding would provide evidence not only that
the Ego is unnecessary for disambiguating such metaphoric phrases as moving a
meeting forward (when the meaning “earlier” is intended), but that the primary ref-
erence point is provided by the front–back organization of the sequence itself. The
psychological reality of the Time-RP metaphor would thus be established.

EXPERIMENT 1

The goal of Experiment 1 was to investigate whether “Monday” interpretations of
“forward” could be primed by showing an Ego-free visual display.

Method

Participants. Sixty-six University of California, San Diego (UCSD) under-
graduate students (30 male, 36 female) participated in the experiment.

Stimuli. The stimulus material for the priming consisted of a graphical array
of colored boxes that was displayed on a standard lecture hall projection screen,
using a liquid-crystal-display projector controlled by a personal-computer laptop
with a display resolution of 1,024 × 768 pixels. The boxes slid horizontally across
the screen with constant speed, either from left to right (Figure 4A), or from right
to left (Figure 4B); 45 sec elapsed between the appearance of the first box on one
side of the screen and the exit of the last box on the other side of the screen. To re-
duce the potential that an observer would interpret the motion as relative to
themself, the animation included a second phase. Once the boxes reached the cen-
ter of the screen, each of the two balls contained in the boxes moved from their
original box to another in a smooth arch. Thus, the balls moved relative to the
boxes, either in the same direction of the boxes’ lateral entrance (forward) or in the
opposite direction (backward).

The priming material further included five written questions intended to em-
phasize the orientation of the objects. Questions included, “What is the color of the
frontmost box?” and “Did the black ball move forward or backward?” Importantly,
these priming questions made no reference to objects moving toward an observer.

The target question was either “Next Wednesday’s meeting has been moved
forward 2 days. On what day will the meeting now take place?” or “Last Wednes-
day’s meeting had been moved forward 2 days. On what day did the meeting take
place?”
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Procedure

Seated participants saw the array of boxes slide across the screen, either from
left to right (n = 33), or right to left (n = 33). They were instructed to answer
the priming questions (see previous section) while viewing these animations.
Priming questions were given in the same order to all participants. Immediately
after priming, participants were asked one of the two target questions: either
about “next Wednesday’s meeting” (n = 34) or about “last Wednesday’s meet-
ing” (n = 32).

Results

When asked the priming question, “What is the color of the frontmost box?” 64 out
of 66 participants identified the box that was farthest along the path of motion
(97%), χ2(1, N = 66) = 58.24, p = 2.32 × 10–14. Lateral movement was thus very ef-
fective in allowing subjects to ascribe anteriority to the sequence of boxes.

In a neutral context people are about as likely to think of “next Wednesday’s
meeting” being moved forward to Monday as to Friday (Boroditsky & Ramscar,
2002; McGlone & Harding, 1998). Boroditsky (2000) reported these proportions
to be 45.7% and 54.3%, respectively. When compared against these proportions,
our participants (after viewing Ego-free lateral motion) were significantly more in-
clined to report that the meeting was moved forward to Monday (63.6%) than Fri-
day (36.4%), χ2(1, N = 66) = 8.56, p = 0.0034. Results thus indicate a strong pro-
clivity to interpret “forward” as “earlier” when participants simply consider
objects moving relative to one another.
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FIGURE 4 Visual stimuli used to prime the Time-RP conceptual mapping in Experiment 1.
Images entered the display laterally, either from left to right (A), or from right to left (B). In
practice, each box was a different color: green, yellow, blue, red, and magenta (arrows were not
included in the display). The ordering of colors were opposite for the two directions of motion,
so that the “frontmost” box was the same color for both directions.



No evidence was found that these effects are changed by either the direction of
motion of the cubes (leftward vs. rightward) or by the meeting location in time (fu-
ture vs. past); 66.7% of participants replied “Monday” when the stimulus moved
rightward, and 60.7% did so when it moved leftward (Figure 5), χ2(1, N = 66) =
0.26, p = 0.61. Similarly, 67.6% of participants replied “Monday” when asked
about “next Wednesday’s meeting,” and 59.4% did so when asked about “last
Wednesday’s meeting” χ2(1, N = 66) = 0.49, p = 0.49.

As predicted, no reference to an Ego was required to prime an interpretation of
“forward” as “earlier,” suggesting that consideration of an Ego is not necessary for
disambiguating spatio-temporal metaphoric terms, even when the target question
involves past events.

These results, however, raise further questions. Would it be possible to replicate
these effects when including a proper control group (rather than when comparing
against proportions reported in the literature)? Further, would we observe the same
results using simplified stimuli? Indeed, a possible concern in this experiment is
that the presentation of three-dimensional boxes and moving balls might have acti-
vated an Ego (via three-dimensional perspective) in the conceptual mapping from
spatial to temporal motion.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 had the following goals: (a) to replicate the Time-RP priming effect
observed in Experiment 1 with a proper control condition, thus establishing a valid
baseline measure of peoples’ interpretation of “forward” within our paradigm; (b)
to simplify the priming stimuli and with that reduce the possibility that some part
of the priming would elicit an Ego-RP mapping; and (c) to investigate consistency
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FIGURE 5 Responses to target question, split by direction of priming motion (left-
ward/rightward).



across different scales of spatio-temporal mappings by including in the target
questions not only references to days in a week, but also to hours within a day.

Method

Participants. One hundred eleven UCSD undergraduate students (49 male,
62 female) participated in the experiment.

Stimuli. The presentation paradigm in Experiment 2 was similar to that in Ex-
periment 1. A graphical array of colored moving squares was displayed on a stan-
dard lecture hall projection screen (Figure 6). The squares either moved horizon-
tally across the screen from right to left (results from Experiment 1 showed no
evidence that the direction of lateral motion affected participants’ answers; see
Figure 5) or remained fixed in the center of the screen for the control condition. In
both cases, the presentation lasted about 45 sec.

The priming material additionally included a series of questions about the prim-
ing stimuli (e.g., “What is the color of the square with the white dot?”). These
priming questions made no reference to objects moving toward an observer.

The target questions for Experiment 2 are displayed in Table 2.

Procedure

About half of the participants (n = 57) were shown the array of squares moving
horizontally across the screen, whereas the rest of the participants, a control group
(n = 54), saw the same array of squares fixed in the center of the screen.

While viewing the presentation on the screen, the participants were instructed
to answer the priming questions, which were presented in the same order to all par-
ticipants, and which served only to ensure that the participants were paying atten-
tion to the display. Immediately thereafter, all participants were asked two target
questions (see Table 2): About half of the participants were asked two questions
about a past meeting (n = 53), whereas the others were asked about a meeting tak-
ing place in the future (n = 58). The order of the two questions was counterbal-
anced across all participants.
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FIGURE 6 Visual stimuli used to prime the Time-RP conceptual mapping in Experiment 2.
This image either entered the display from the right (primed group), or appeared motionless in
the center of the screen (control group). Boxes were colored as in Experiment 1.



Results

Participants were highly consistent in their answers. Those who replied “Monday”
also replied “10 a.m.” (92%), and those who replied “Friday” also replied “2 p.m.”
(92%), χ2(1, N= 103) = 72.2, p = 1.19 × 10–17; Squared Cramer’sφ2 = 0.70. For the fol-
lowing analyses only those participants whose responses were consistently “Earlier”
(“Monday”and“10a.m.”)or“Later”(“Friday”and“2p.m.”areconsidered(n=95).

The proportion of “earlier” and “later” answers in primed participants (n = 45,
71% and 29%, respectively) was significantly different from the control group, in
which participants did not view motion (52% and 48%, respectively), χ2(1, N = 45)
= 6.58, p = 0.01 (Figure 7).

Among the primed participants, no differences were found in the proportions of
“earlier” and “later” responses relative to the time of the question. When asked
about the past, 70.8% of primed participants responded “earlier” and 71.4% did so
when asked about the future, χ2(1, N = 45) = 0.002, p = 0.96 (Figure 8). More pre-
cisely, regarding past questions only, primed participants were significantly more
likely to interpret “forward” as “earlier” (70.8%) over “later” (29.2%) than were
participants in the control group (40% and 60%, respectively), χ2(1, N = 44) =
4.23, p = 0.04. These results suggest that primed people give “earlier” answers ir-
respective of whether the target question refers to future or past. More important,
when people are given a question regarding the past, and thus are forced to choose
between a “later” interpretation of “forward” (relative to the Ego front) and an
“earlier” one (relative to the sequence front), they do choose the latter.

Discussion

The results of these experiments show that people do think of specific time events
via a conceptual metaphor that draws temporal inferences from an Ego-free spatial
sequence: the Time-RP metaphor. This metaphor maps locations that are in front
or ahead of others in the sequence with “earlier” events, and those that are behind
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TABLE 2
Target Questions

Future
Days of the week Next Wednesday’s meeting has been moved forward 2 days. On what day

will the meeting now take place?
Hours of the day Tomorrow’s 12:00 p.m. (noon) meeting has been moved forward 2 hours.

At what time will the meeting now take place?
Past

Days of the week Last Wednesday’s meeting got moved forward 2 days. On what day did the
meeting take place?

Hours of the day Yesterday’s 12:00 p.m. (noon) meeting got moved forward 2 hours.  At
what time did the meeting take place?



with “later” events. Unlike the usual classification between Moving-Time and
Moving-Ego metaphors, which by virtue of having an Ego always specify the pres-
ent Now and the inherently deictic semantic categories Future and Past, this
Time-RP metaphor does not (necessarily) involve an Ego and has no compulsory
specification of the present time Now. This metaphor distinguishes posteriority
(reference to one time as being later in a sequence than another) from future (refer-
ence to times later than Now), and anteriority (reference to one time as earlier in a
sequence than another) from past (reference to times earlier than Now).

The results of our experiments suggest that when people give a “Monday” an-
swer to the “next Wednesday’s meeting … ” question, they are not drawing the es-
sential inferential organization from “an entity moving toward me,” as it is usually
suggested, but from the intrinsic front–back relationship of the spatial sequence it-
self (i.e., anteriority–posteriority). The Time-RP metaphor, in which “moving for-
ward” is “moving earlier,” thus provides a more precise and parsimonious account
of “Monday” answers than the one found in the literature.
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FIGURE 7 Responses to target questions in primed group versus control group from Experi-
ment 2.

FIGURE 8 Responses to target questions in primed group (control group not included), split
by the location of the event in time (future–past) from Experiment 2.



This was empirically demonstrated through the investigation of cases involving
past events (e.g., “last Wednesday’s meeting”), which dissociate the reference
points relative to the Ego and the sequence. Previous research on temporal meta-
phorical reasoning using priming techniques has focused on events that are implic-
itly in the future (e.g., scheduling meetings) and therefore has not studied this cru-
cial dissociation. Regarding past events, “earlier” responses rule out the possibility
of an elicited Ego actively setting a primary reference point, because forward
means “later” relative to the Ego orientation (closer to now in the past). Our results
suggest that people primed with Ego-free stimuli construe the meaning of “for-
ward” based on the front–back relations intrinsic to the sequence, thus providing
evidence of the psychological reality of the Time-RP spatial metaphor for time.

The psychological reality of an Ego-free conceptual metaphor ought not to be
interpreted as evidence of a “disembodied” human mechanism for thought. Con-
ceiving embodied experience exclusively in terms of situations centered only on an
Ego’s body and its associated sensations is, at best, unnecessarily restrictive, and,
at worst, untenable. A substantial amount of everyday bodily-grounded experi-
ences, such as visual and acoustic perception of distant objects in the environment,
are not captured by that limited conception of embodied experience. For instance,
almost all humans share the experience of observing ants prototypically moving in
the direction of the frontal part of their bodies. Furthermore, the ants that are ahead
in the line of motion arrive earlier to a specified location than those who are be-
hind. Crucially, in these cases, our point of observation of such events is irrelevant.
Irrespective of the Ego point of view, the ants still move in the direction of their
fronts, and those who are ahead still arrive earlier than those who are behind. As-
cribing the same “orientation” to other nonliving moving objects that do not have
heads, faces, or noses (such as a group of rocks sliding down the hill) is then a co-
herent natural extension of the inferential structure of such visual experiences. We
claim that the Time-RP metaphor is a type of conceptual mapping that extends the
inferential organization of this observational experience (which is ultimately
bodily-grounded) to the realm of time. In this article we give experimental evi-
dence of the psychological reality of such a conceptual metaphor.
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